


 


		 

		New and even more powerful 8 profit Leg Robot just
      released Over 85,000 Happy Passive Sit-At-Home Moneyearners and counting!
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					The shocking outcome of technology and genius working together
					is the most advanced 
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Click HERE To Immediately TRY OUT FapTurbo 3.1




    Download. Instant access click here
    Get your free license of the new FapTurbo 3.1

    
      Full transparency: Why offer free licenses?

      + Get 10% bonus from Roboforex!

      In countries where our payment processor doesn't accept payments, we provide free licenses in exchange for a small affiliate commission from the broker. No hidden costs or tricks.  The affiliate commission comes from your winning trades, ensuring fairness. WIN+WIN.

    











  
    

    New Patented Technology
Click to Verify

    

    Click to Verify
  

  
  3 Tech Geeks Proclaim:


  
    “We invented the ultimate 100% automated Forex Money Machine!”

    Get The First Self-Updating Real Money Trading Robot That Is Proven To Be Profitable In Every Market Condition

    AND With LIVE PROOF Of:
  








Yes, Enough is Enough!...




We Are Putting A FULL STOP 
To Back-Tested Hype...To Optimized And Worthless Results...
To Robots That Worked In The Past But Deliver B.S. Results In Live Trading!

ENOUGH!

 

I Guarantee That The Video Below Will

Change Everything You Have Heard,

Seen Or Tried In Forex Automatic

Robot Trading...

See MAGIC Unfolding In Front Of Your Eyes:





   
 
 
 


  









True..those $433,347 are REAL dollars...Not some demo account or some 
back-tests...but real money that can buy real things...produced by the century's most robust, profitable and easy to use Forex robot !

Yes...That's Right, You Got It...We Put Our Money
Where Our Mouth Is!



  
    Multi-Currency Trading

    
       
 
 


      Start up size: $10,000

    

  

  
    

    Click to see the detailed results


     

  
    This account could be yours!
    Click here now!

  









  Here is a real money account which is traded in public!

  It grew from $5,100 to around $36,500

  Robots: FapTurbo™ 1.0 + FapTurbo™ 3.1







  
    Live Update Account

    
       
 
 


      Start up size: $5100

    

  

  
    

    Click to see the detailed results.
Updated every 15 minutes


     

  
    This account could be yours!
    Click here now!

  

  



  FapTurbo™ is verified by EA Lab. Check it out:

	


	
		

		 	

  









We also started another live account with real money that was verified by the Midwest Accounting LLC:









Smashing Forex Boundaries..



It's the ideal breeding ground for profits with FapTurbo™ 3.1



Infact, during testing alone, we were able to multiply our capital by 4-5x .. we got several test accounts with balances between $10k and $50,000 USD that doubled, tripled and even quadrupled!

And the best part that is but ONE of the many profit legs of FapTurbo™ 3.1!






Our Forex robot can be traded with ANY account size... BIG or SMALL!




We wanted to show everyone that unlike many scam-only-working-on-paper Forex robots out there, FapTurbo is REAL

Now...lets get to the most important part of all of this...to the reason why FapTurbo is #1 and will be undefeated for a VERY long time.

I want your full attention here...I mean it, this is KEY:

Understanding the following will show you why FapTurbo is the real deal...why it’s a golden opportunity for the smart ones...

Do you remember I told you at the beginning of the letter that backtest results are worthless? Well, THEY ARE!

So, why am I about to to show you backtest results of FapTurbo 3.1?

Well...and this is the best lesson you will ever learn in Forex robot trading:




Backtest Results Are Worthless UNLESS
You Can Validate Them With Live Forward Trading!




What does this mean?

Well, simple and to the point: if you backtest a robot and it shows 100% “demo” profit in one month, it should PRODUCE around 80-100% profit in LIVE trading.

That's it...no more and no less!

So, how did FapTurbo perform in backtesting? Well...









For those that are a bit “technical”, let's sum up the above:

	11 Years Back-test
	14,088 Total Trades
	99.66% Winners
	10,607% NET Profit
	0.32% Drawdown!






Incredible results right? Yes, VERY impressive...





But what's MORE impressive is that the LIVE trading results are even BETTER than the backtest results!





In the backtest, the robot averaged about 48% profit per month (10,607% divided by 132 months, which is 11 years)...

In live trading, which you have already seen proof of, FapTurbo has actually made at least DOUBLE that...

The loop is closed...

The ONLY robot you will find that actually nails trade after trade in live trading TWICE as profitably as in the 11 years of back-testing!

It simply can't get better than this!



 






  TRUE Story ! FapTurbo™ is too profitable for dealing desk brokers?  Several shady brokers banned it!

  
    
      CEO of Scam Brokerage whines

      

    

    
      Enter your name and email address below, and receive a full report on why a certain Forex Broker banned FapTurbo™ (because it was too profitable!) and why FapTurbo™ is 
      STILL unstoppable, generating MILLIONS of Dollars.
 
      (details will be emailed immediately)
    

    		*First Name:	
            

            

          
	*E-mail:	
            

            

            * - Required Field

          
	 	Submit







  

  If Spam Would Be A Person, We Would Do Him Bodily Harm. Your E-mail Will Be Safe With Us!







 



“Who Am I?”





You probably expected me to introduce myself much earlier in the letter right? Well, that's what most “Forex Gurus” do...

But...for me it was more important to first show you proof of my bold claims BEFORE I introduce myself...

At the end of the day, who you are and what you are is based on what you can prove...talk is cheap these days!

So...let's make it formal...

My name is Steve Carletti and I am a professional I.T. programmer and the head developer of the most accurate and profitable Forex robot in todays market - FapTurbo.

I suppose like many people out there, my dream as a young kid was always to make it big.




Well, I suppose most of us had that dream when we were kids right?

The questions is how many of us really fulfilled that dream! In other words, how many people had the courage and dedication to go after what they wanted...

I am sorry for being so bold, but most people are pathetic. Why?





Because They Live In An “IF” World...





”Only If I would have done that”... ”Only If I took that opportunity”... ”Only If I had the courage”... ”Only if I took the time”... If If, If , If , If ,If...

Well, I was never an “IF” person and that is why I made it big...

That is why I am rich today and most people reading this letter are not. Again, my apologize for being so straight forward but that is the reality of things and as you have already seen my world is a reality based world.

I can still remember in high school....while everyone else was busy playing and enjoying youth I was trying to figure out a way to make money.

I tried every opportunity out there....I actually joined at least 7 MLM programs! Of course they didn't work...but you know what?





I Actually Attribute My Success In Life To Them
And Any other Opportunity I Tried...




Strange right?

Well, not really! Trying things that didn't work actually pushed me more and more to figure out what does work...it gave me more enthusiasm and thrust to figure out a way to make BIG money.

But I learned another lesson as well....a very important one, and I want you to listen very closely here:





BIG Money Is Made NOT By Working Hard But By “Working” SMART!




I know...yes...this contradicts everything most people have been trained to think: “work hard and you will reach your goals in life”.

Well...let me ask you this – how many people do you know that work all month long 12-14 hour days and barely bring home a $3,000 paycheck?

I bet a lot!

Now, how many people do you know that bring:





   
 
 


  
      

      
        $2815 In 21 Days...

        

      

    


      

      
        $1697 In 18 Days...

        

      

    


      

      
        $21,448 In 92 Days...

        

      

     












without working at all...100% on autopilot...with absolutely NO human intervention?

I bet none!

Well, that's not accurate....you know me now :-)

So, bottom line...there is nothing wrong with working hard. 
My father actually worked more than 15 hours a day for over 30 years and I respect that. 
He did everything he could do to support the family.

But the HUGE difference between my father and YOU and ME is that he didn't have another option...

if he had a way to bring those paychecks home without working so hard, I can GUARANTEE he would have left his day job and enjoyed life as it should be enjoyed!


 








Yes...that was the response of EVERYONE around me after they saw the life I was leading...the life FapTurbo gave me!

Who would have thought 10 years ago that one day this will be my life and of many others trading the FapTurbo robot!

Today, I live the dream most people have...rake in tens of thousands of dollars while resting, playing, vacationing, watching T.V.

It's amazing how times change... and its amazing how one great discovery can change a whole life!

But people always wanted to know more....they wanted to know why it is possible to make so much money without doing anything trading Forex...

Well, can't blame them! Forex is not something you hear often....it actually sounds a bit scary when you hear the term for the first time!




The advantages of trading Forex are obvious:

	Low Startup – You can start with as LOW as $50!
	Huge Market – $3 TRILLION traded around the world every day (Actually, the Forex market is bigger than ALL the world stock, bonds, and futures markets combined!)
	24/5 – Non stop action, 24 hours a day 5 days per week (Monday through Friday)
	Volatile – The most volatile market in the world...what does that mean? HUGE opportunity every moment of the day
	Low Cost – While with stock trading, futures and options you pay spread plus commission, with Forex your only “cost of trade” is spread (that can add up to ALOT!)
	No Cornering – Unlike any other markets, it is IMPOSSIBLE to corner the Forex market....and, no matter how many people trade with the same robot its efficiency and profitability will remain intact (HUGE plus)!
	Up & Down – Profit from rising and falling prices...you don't care which way the market goes. Ohhh...and, unlike with the US stock market, you don't have to wait for an up-tick for shorting!
	No Size Limit – Trade as BIG or as SMALL as you want! This is something that ONLY the Forex market allows you.





You have to be blind not to see the incredible potential...and truth be told, 
my real success as a Forex trader and robot designer only came after I completely understood the significance of these elements...




“I Knew That There Has To Be A Way To Cash In On This Incredible Opportunity – And BIG Time!”





I also knew that I would not be able to do it alone. At the end of the day, 
the idea of producing the best Forex robot in existence is quite a big challenge!

You always have to know your strengths...my strengths are organization, information technology, persistence, drive and ambition.

But...I was never good with complex numbers and with advanced programming!

What do you do when you have a great idea but not all the qualifications to make it a reality?

You work with THE BEST OF THE BEST in those specific fields you are not the best!

Mike and Ulrich are that “best of the best”!

I actually met both Mike and Ulrich while in university. Both were those typical “geeks” you would find studying and coming up with new theories while most other people were partying!

We hit it off quite well and became very good friends ever since (although, I must admit they do bore me at times with their complex theories and ideas!).






Anyway, Mike being a true genius with complex numbers
and Ulrich being a small Einstein with open source 
programing I immediately saw the potential – they were
exactly what I needed to take my idea from only and idea to a
profitable cash pulling reality!






Both LOVED the idea of producing a “never seen before” Forex robot. I suppose it fits our personality – do something traders, banks, fund managers etc. label as “impossible”!




And So The Biggest Forex Project Of This Century

Started – The Wheels Were In Motion – “FapTurbo”

Was About To Be Born...





We got a hold of every single Forex robot in the market...every single Forex strategy and method available... every idea or piece of idea we could find...we read over 20 “strategy design” books between the 3 of us and subscribed to every single Forex publication/service available.

That's how serious we took project “FapTurbo”...

You guessed right....99% of what we saw, tested and studied was CRAP! Well, obviously...if it wasn't, I suppose others would have already come up with a super-Forex robot right?

But...and this is a lesson I learned quite well from this project...even in “crap” information there is value...you can actually understand why it is crap and come up with ideas to improve it!

But you know what was the most frustrating part?





Even The “Good” Forex Robots We Tested

Worked Well ONLY In Backtests!

Once We Live Traded Them We Actually Lost Our Pants...





Yes...we lost a lot of money in the process of testing...but that was the only way to actually know what works and what doesn't.

It was the only way to understand why so many Forex robots were failing to deliver the goods in real LIVE trading.

Do you know that stage where you are ready to give up? Where everything seems a waste of time...nothing seems to work....you can't really see the “light at the end of the tunnel”?

Well...I must admit...we were quite close to it! But our work paid off once we stumbled into Marcus B Leary and his Forex AutoPilot Robot (forexautopilot.com)...

I LOVE that feeling of relief....that deep breath that comes with “FINALLY!”....finally something that seems to work and make sense!






Forexautopilot is an EA that is consistently being updated
by it's creator Marcus B. Leary who himself is the pioneer
of expert advisor programming.






We were quite impressed by his work as this robot seriously was able to rake in very nice gains - consistently.

However...

The trading risk is to big, especially for larger sums. The all or nothing formula is nothing for weak stomachs.

I called up their support and introduced myself and what I was doing with Mike and Ulrich...after a little back and forth with the support staff I was able to FINALLY speak with the man himself.

We hit is off quite well! I wouldn't say Marcus is the average “Geek” profile...but you can definitely confuse him with that!

He is the type of person that will talk with inspiration and A LOT of knowledge. If you talk to Marcus, you have to know what you are talking about! If not, he will get quite bored quite soon...

Anyway, we ended up talking for over 3 weeks...exchanging ideas...building a solid relationship.

All through our conversations I kept insisting that Mike, Ulrich and Me can actually take his Forex robot and make it 10 times better (a bit bold, I know!).

It is safe to say that if it was another person I was talking to I would have been blown off...but not with Marcus!










That my friend... was Marcus's reply to my constant bragging that we can improve his Forex robot beyond belief... that we can “leave him in the dust” so to speak!

Of course, there were some conditions:




“Sign a non-disclosure agreement...have a look at the hidden
source code of Forexautopilot and see if you can improve it.
Should you be able to do better, you can have the new
version for yourself....do with it what ever you want!”





I am sure that when Marcus said the above he was in complete disbelief that we can actually leave his Robot in the dust...

Well...surprise surprise!

9 weeks later....countless hours of absolutely no sleep...all our knowledge...all our combined programing, mathematics and analysis abilities...living, eating, and breathing Forex... FapTurbo was FINALLY born!

We fired FapTurbo for a 2 year back-test....just to test the waters.

Ulrich almost fell off the chair....and I, someone that is quite hard to surprise, was in complete disbelief... I'm NOT kidding! It as one of the greatest moments in my life (and I am sure in Mike's and Ulrich's lifes to).

But....no matter what so called “traders” tell you, a 2 year back-test is not enough...not nearly.

So, we went for the whole 9 yards! We fired up FapTurbo for a 10 year back-test...

The results?

Well...you have already seen them earlier but let's just recap:

	14,088 Total Trades
	99.66% Winners
	10,607% NET Profit
	0.32% Drawdown!






Impressive...never achieved before and I am serious. We have backtested countless Forex robots...we have NEVER seen results coming even close to these ones.

But now the REAL challenge was about to take place....back-testing was OBVIOUSLY not enough.
Yes, unbelievable results, but....as we all know...it's only backtested results.

Backtests are only the foundation of a Forex robot...the beginning.

Just think of it for a moment...why do you think so many people out there sell Forex robots based ONLY on backtests?...

Because they DON'T work in live trading!

Understand that and you will be light years ahead of everyone, I absolutely guarantee that.





It Was Now Time To Fire Up “FapTurbo”

With A Live Account...Time To Put Our Money Where Our Mouth Was...



It was time to prove to Marcus, every other Forex trader out there and to the whole world that we finally did, it - we cracked the Code...that we have done what no person thought possible:

A Forex Robot that in LIVE trading doubles ANY account like clockworks!

To the tune of:

	$500 Turning Into $1,100- In 2 Short Months
	$2,500 Turning Into $8,700 - In 45 Days
	$5,100 Turning Into $25,100 - In 30 Days






(If you haven't seen the LIVE statements of these accounts please scroll up the page)

The job was done...months and months of hard work were finally over...and it paid BIG time!

We could now finally say...but more importantly - PROVE:




“FapTurbo NOT Only Backtests To The Tune Of 10,607%
Profit In 11 Years (Or 48% Per Month)...It Actually Delivered
The Profits In Live Trading for us!”




Our bold claim of “we will produce the best Forex robot in existance” was now a reality – we PRODUCED the best Forex robot in existence! No fluff...no B.S.....no hype...no hand picked trades...no relying on backtesting...

...but PURE cold hard cash in a real LIVE account!

 







We actually released the Robot to a select group of people...we wanted to make sure that it is not only US who think that FapTurbo is the ultimate most easy to use money making machine.

We wanted normal people, people without experience (people like many of those 
reading this letter now) and without Forex knowledge to test the Robot and our claims…





Check Out What People Say
About FapTurbo™:







  
     
 
 
 


    
      
        
           
 
 
 


          
            

            Play

          

        

        Loz Lawn, professional forex trader, creator of FapTurbo Ichimoku and Author of Daily Trading System

      

      
        See what Loz is saying about FapTurbo™
 
        "Unheard 99% model quality on this robot called FapTurbo Ichimoku. It is doing extremely well. It is an awesome robot and you are getting it for free as a part of the package! 85,000 customers can't be wrong!"
      

      
    

  


  
     
 
 
 


    
      
        
           
 
 
 


          
            

            Play

          

        

        Tony from Germany, 33 years old, professional forex trader and developer

      

      
        See what Tony is saying about FapTurbo™.

        "During the eight minutes my trades have risen to such profit levels, which even great traders would have made only in one day. I was amazed by the precision with which this program works. Every day my incomes only grew. It was almost six months ago. Since then I have almost tripled my money."
      

      
    

  


  
     
 
 
 


    
      
        
           
 
 
 


          
            

            Play

          

        

        Alex, the software developer and forex trader

      

      
        See what Alex is saying about FapTurbo™ and showing his account

        "Hi there, my name is Alex and I've been using fapturbo for a couple of years 
        just right from the time when they released one of their earliest versions two years ago. 
        First off, I wanna say that FapTurbo is one of THE best forex scalper robots out there in 
        the market and I've been steadily making money with it."
      

      
    

  


  
     
 
 
 


    
      
        
           
 
 
 


          
            

            Play

          

        

        Victor, actual customer from Germany

      

      
        See what Victor is saying about FapTurbo™.

        "I observed as FapTurbo really only improved my accounts, and during those months I almost doubled my capital. I am very pleased and I recommend everyone to start with little money to eventually increase them twofold, threefold, fourfold. With this program you can achieve the results that you want, such as myself."
      

      
    

  









Check Out What People Say About FapTurbo™! Click here!





Yes, Automated Forex trading is possible! And YOU could do it too!

As you are reading this letter, the robot is actually producing for us and many other FapTurbo owners real cash....it has been since we fired it up on our live accounts and it continues to nail trade after trade profitably, accurately and most importantly....HANDS FREE!

You have seen the results...you have witnessed how easy it is to make money trading Forex WITHOUT knowing anything about Forex!

And this is very important so please pay close attention...

FapTurbo actually installs alone...you don't even have to do that.

Here is the thing...

we are aware of the fact that many people are not very good friends with technology... hence, we really took the time and produced the most easy to install robot you will find.

You will actually be amazed when you see how easy and fast it is to get up and running!






We are giving a select group of people the opportunity
to live the dream that EVERY single trader
in the world has: trading with an automatic Robot
that doubles cash every month!






FapTurbo isn’t just a great trading product, it’s a complete income solution.

The biggest problems people have when searching for an income solution are that they don't have the required amount of time and/or money to invest in order to achieve success (or find something that actually WORKS!).

Pay close attention:

There is no other income opportunity on this planet that:




	A
	Requires so little of your investment
(can start with as little as $50),
	B
	Requires absolutely no time commitment
(set it...forget it!), and
	C
	Results can be seen and ENJOYED within minutes of starting.
	D
	There is LIVE proof of what your future will be!







Mike, Ulrich, myself and many other FapTurbo owners are living the dream of automatic cash... free time to do what we want...piles of money to buy what we want...vacationing WHEN we want rather than when we can...




“Living A Worries-Free...Debt-Free...Luxury Life Is A Reality No One Should Pass”





It is truly not many times a great opportunity presents itself...I can actually count with one hand how many GOOD opportunities came my way through life...

How many can you count?

And from those you can count...how many did you step up to the plate and proved to yourself that you are doing something to make your life and that of those around you BETTER?

Taking a step towards a profitable and secure future is the difference between saying “I wish I would have taken that step”...and “I am glad I took that step”....that's what its all about in life...that's what it boils down to!

And you know...many people are now thinking to themselves...




“Forex has to do with finance...since the world is in a financial crisis, will the Robot actually work?





Well...ask any Forex robot developer the same question and you will get the same answer “Sure it will work!”... and give you afew B.S. arguments of why it should work.

NOT US!...we don't really care in feeding you some made up arguments.

We say...”Yes, FapTurbo works throughout ANY market conditions with the exact same profitability and precision...”

And instead of arguments of “why” it should work...we show you concrete PROOF it works:



  
    Multicurrency Trading

    
       
 
 


      Start up size: $10,000

    

  

  
    

    Click to see the detailed results


     

  
    This account could be yours!
    Click here now!

  







And what did FapTurbo do? Produce cold hard cash!

How is that for a secure and stable cash producing solution! While everyone was trying to figure out what the hell is going on, FapTurbo already figured out how to make money...and A LOT of it!

No arguments...no explanations...but real facts. Don't ever settle for less.

Let's take a close look at 10 FACTS that make FapTurbo THE indisputable heavyweight champion:




		Ten Profit
Pulling	Facts


	
       
 


      	
         

      



    
	
       
 


      	
         

      



    
	
       
 


      	
         

      



    

	* Propietary Technology	 
 

	 
 

	 
 


	Profit on Backtests	Yes

	Yes

	Yes


	Automatic, 100% Hands Free	Yes

	Yes

	Yes


	Automated Risk Scaling	No

	Yes

	Yes


	High Trading Activity (10-20 Trades weekly)	No

	No

	Yes


	High Spread Protection System (HSPSTM*)	No

	No

	Yes


	Custom 1-Click Installation	No

	No

	Yes


	Trades Multiple Currencies	No

	No

	Yes


	Build In Loss Prevention (BILPTM*)	No

	No

	Yes


	Extremely Low Drawdown	No

	No

	Yes


	Profits With Real Monetary Deposits	No

	No

	Yes










It is clear that FapTurbo leaves every single Forex robot hanging “dry” so to speak!

And its more than the LIVE results you have seen...its the actual mechanism and special features of the robot that make it so unique.

Hands down...FapTurbo is the absolute best and most complete income solution for people who:

	Want to trade with the most accurate and profitable Forex robot in the world – 99% Winners.
	Can't Monitor the Forex Market because of a day job, commitments, etc and want an automatic software to do it for them.
	Want to trade Forex profitably but don't know how (no need to know, the robot does everything for you...from A to Z!)
	Want a secondary or primary income source that’s consistent.
	Want to be amongst the 1% of forex traders who grow their trading account like wild mushrooms.
	Want to break out from the boring and frustrating routine of hard work and no money (but frequently a lot of debt!)
	Want to Start making money today, not 2 months from now!




 






  TRUE Story ! FapTurbo™ is too profitable for dealing desk brokers?  Several shady brokers banned it!

  
    
      CEO of Scam Brokerage whines

      

    

    
      Enter your name and email address below, and receive a full report on why a certain Forex Broker banned FapTurbo™ (because it was too profitable!) and why FapTurbo™ is 
      STILL unstoppable, generating MILLIONS of Dollars.
 
      (details will be emailed immediately)
    

    		*First Name:	
            

            

          
	*E-mail:	
            

            

            * - Required Field

          
	 	Submit







  

  If Spam Would Be A Person, We Would Do Him Bodily Harm. Your E-mail Will Be Safe With Us!







 

Frequently Asked Questions





Like many others, you probably have a number of questions about the FapTurbo so let's try to cover the most frequently asked questions we receive:

    Q:

    
      Why are you selling FapTurbo? Do you use it yourself?

      1. We do use it ourselves - every day! You can see the results from the live accounts throughout the website. The Forex market is so HUGE and no matter how many people trade the Robot its accuracy and profitability will remain the same - so why not take a few people along for the ride? They make money (by trading with FapTurbo) and we make money (by showing them how to use it). Simple. Everyone's happy and we get to invest the profits from selling FapTurbo into our FapTurbo live accounts!


    2. If we are honest, it’s also a bit of an ego-boost. We want people to remember that we were the first people to create an automated Forex Robot that actually works in such a profitable way and over delivers. We are really tired of all those mumbo-jumbo promises of quick riches popping up on the net every other day and we want to be the beacon of light for the average person trying to make a decent living.

    

  

    Q:

    
      Do I need to risk money if FapTurbo works exactly as you’ve shown?”

      No! First, you’ll have 7 days to trial our robot, after which you pay only a nominal subscription fee per month. Besides, you also have 2 whole months to test out the robot thoroughly, and if it doesn’t live up to YOUR expectations – return it for a full no questions asked unconditional refund!

    Also, one of the best features associated with FapTurbo is that you can trade in a demo account until you feel comfortable going live (you can open a demo account with any broker for free and for as long as you want!).

    This truly is a risk-free opportunity.

    

  

    Q:

    
      OK so FapTurbo is so effective because it trades for small, regular profits?

      That’s right, and that's not all… the combination of medium-term trades as well as small profits at regular intervals is the secret behind our loss minimization techniques. We are currently clearing $500 – $1000 per day in clear profit using the robot’s unique strategies.

    

  

    Q:

    
      Isn't it a nightmare opening a Forex account? And what about how much money I need to open an account?

      Opening an account couldn’t be easier now. Wuth FapTurbo3.1, we have completely automated the process of opening live accounts for you at our preferred broker, RoboForex. Your FAPT3 license allows you to run the robot on TWO live accounts; ONE at either of our preferred brokers and/or ONE at any other broker of your choice. You can start with literally any amount at these brokers! 

    We are VERY proud of our comprehensive members-zone. Every setup step is described in extreme detail PLUS further enhanced with a custom VIDEO tutorial. Should you have ANY question, there is our regular Support and we even provide expedited Premium Support (for an extra $10/month), guiding you all along the way! It simply doesn't get any better than that!

    

  

    Q:

    
      Is it possible to make money on a day when the market falls badly?

      Like I said before, we’re focusing on small-to-medium movements in the market that are going to occur regardless of whether or not the markets crash or the economy is in recession. FapTurbo places "sell" orders as well and capitalizes on falling market movements. Regardless where the economy is heading - You profit!

    

  

    Q:

    
      Do I need to have any technical knowledge or prior experience for this to work for me?

      Automated trading does not required advanced knowledge of the Forex market. All you need to do is to open a brokerage account, fund it and install the robot. We provide the detailed guide and video tutorials how to do it so you don't have any problems along the way.

    

  

    Q:

    
      Can you guarantee I will make money with this?

      While we can’t make any explicit guarantee that you will make money (this is illegal) you only need to check out our unique ‘make money’ or it’s free guarantee later on. You can demo with it using none of your own money until you're happy it works. Remember, we're going for a modest return on a daily basis which means low risk. That's another reason why we can boast a 99% success rate.

    

  

    Q:

    
      Does the Robot have to trade every single day for it to work well? Do I have to do anything at all?

      Fap Turbo decides when the markets are hot and when a trade opportunity presents itself, it is NOT necessary for it to trade every single day. YOU do not have to do anything. Simply leave your machine on and watch the robot do its magic, totally hands-free!

    

  

    Q:

    
      I've tried trading systems before and they never work.

      That’s hardly surprising, given that the majority of ‘systems’ out there are completely incapable of trading on the real live markets. Remember this entire project has been overseen by some of the brightest brains in the industry, and uses a revolutionary trading algorithm that forces it to make money.

    This is unlike anything you have seen or experienced before.

    

  

    Q:

    
      How does the system operate and what does it include?

      As soon as you sign-up for FapTurbo you’ll receive your very own welcome package and access to your FAPT3  Members area. From here you’ll be given your unique License/Receipt# for the robot (which you can find on the License Management page). As soon as the robot is installed on your computer, you’re ready to follow the step-by-step training instructions and set yourself on the path to success.

    Once you've absorbed all you need to know, just sit back, relax and watch as your robot goes to work for you!

    

  

    Q:

    
      Can anyone do this?

      If you have a computer with Internet access and can understand simple instructions then YES you can do this!

     Simply follow the Step by Step instructions in the VIP members area and start making money!

     This opportunity is available to EVERYONE.

     This is a rock solid way to make money online. The Forex market will always be profitable, so you'll always have a way to make money from home! Just check out some of the testimonials to see what other members have said about this exclusive opportunity

    

  

    Q:

    
      What qualities do I need in order to use the Robot?

      All you need to have is the will to succeed. Nothing else matters. If you treat this as a serious business opportunity you will make the sort of money you have seen us making throughout the website.

    

  

    Q:

    
      Is there support should I need some additional help?

      You bet. Our Premium Support team are always on hand to answer your questions.

    (although we doubt you could have any trouble, since its such a simple setup process!)

    

  

    Q:

    
      Do I have to leave my computer turned on all the time in order for FapTurbo to work properly?

      Well, and this is what separates FapTurbo from 99% of other Forex robots out there, you have the option of not using your computer at ALL!

     Let me explain.

     You have two options when using FapTurbo:

     Option #1:

     You can simply download the Robot and use it with your current Forex broker.

     However, you will have to have your computer turned on constantly for that.

     OR

     Option #2:

     You can have FapTurbo installed on a VPS server, and our Premium Support can help take care of that for you. This way, you will not have to have your computer turned on EVER!

     This is actually something we have been working on very hard because we know the problem people have with keeping their computer turned on at all times.

     And remember, you have full control over FapTurbo as if it were on your computer! The process is quite simple actually and once in the download area we will guide you through it. And as always, if you have any questions at all regarding this area or ANYTHING else our support staff is available for you via email or telephone.

    

  

    Q:

    
      What bonuses do I get?

      You will get a revolutionary FREE Bonus Bitcoin Signal Indicator by FapTurbo™. We are releasing
    this Bitcoin Indicator totally free so you can play with it, get your feet wet with Bitcoin trading and see how accurate it is!

    

  

    Q:

    
      What is the difference between FapTurbo™ 1 and FapTurbo™ 3.1?

      Where do we start! There are NUMEROUS differences between the older FAPT1 series and our latest FapTurbo™ 3.1 series. While our FAPT1 series was primarily a Scalper, our FapTurbo3.x includes FOUR different types of strategies you can trade with: the Medium-Term Strategy (MTS) + Flash 3.0 + our legacy Scalper & original ForexAutoPilot Long-Term strategies! Besides that, FAPT3.1 has several improvements over the original FAPT1 series, plus you can easily install it on your RoboForex Mt4! Plug and play solution. Real no brainer! 
    No more hassles with choosing brokers, optimal settings, wrong configurations and high spreads. We found out that most effective and most profitable way for our premium members is to trade on the FapTurbo™ 3.1 optimized feed from RoboForex. That is how you can maximize your results. RoboForex takes a small commission from
    your winning trades for providing you the service. So it's a WIN+WIN situation!

    

  



 





Hassle free trading: Fully Preinstalled on 2 Major Brokerages!




The best thing about FapTurbo™ 3.1 is that it can be easily installed on
your RoboForex MT4 OR 
ANY other MT4 BROKER of your choice! 
Plug and play solution. Real no brainer!

No more hassles with choosing brokers, optimal settings, wrong
configurations and high spreads. We found out that most effective and
most profitable way for our premium members is to trade on the
FapTurbo™ 3.1 optimized feed from RoboForex. 
That is how you can maximize your results. RoboForex takes a small commission from
your winning trades for providing you the service. So it's a WIN+WIN situation!

And the best part, we dont ask you to choose between two! You get
BOTH! That's right! 1 License is valid for 2 live accounts! Each
license owner gets 2 sublicenses to install 2 fully functional
FapTurbo™ 3.1 copies..that`s right double the bang for your buck! Those
two legs allow you to cashing big right from the start without even
having done a single trade!





  

  The Power Of Fame

  

  
  While developing FapTurbo™ 3.1 we did not only put our focus on profitable algorithms but on trading relationships as well.

  That's why FapTurbo™ 3.1 features a DUAL LEG (tm) system.. the very first in the industry where you get double the benefits.. and what benefits those are !

  Each license owner gets 2 sub-licenses to install 2 fully functional FapTurbo™ 3.1 copies..that`s right double the bang for your buck! Those two legs allow you to cashin big right from the start without even having done a single trade!







Why Are The Brokers giving such extreme Profits upfront?



Because they know how good FapTurbo™ 3.1 worked and since both brokers
are true ECN brokerages siding with you and not against you in the
currency markets (unlike market maker brokerage) they want you to make
as much profit as possible so their commission cut gets bigger and
bigger the more YOU make!







You Have Seen The Real Deal...

You Have Seen The LIVE Proof....

And You Have Seen Why FapTurbo Is Not Just A Claim... But The Most Profitable Forex Robot In Existence...






It is not just a bold claim that the robot makes money, and a lot of it....

It is not just a bold claim that it is easy to use....

And it is not just a bold claim that there is no Robot out there able to match (even CLOSELY) FapTurbo's results...













IT'S REALITY!





But you know what...more important than everything...

Our main income does not come from selling to you FapTurbo. No. As you have already seen, we make A LOT of money by trading it. No matter how many copies of the robot we sell, we will never even come to a fraction of the profit we generate by trading it on our own live accounts!

Further...every single cent from the sale of FapTurbo goes directly to it's trading.

That is what you can call “they are confident in their product” and “they put their money where their mouth is”!

Throughout the last few days many people have been asking about the price of FAB Turbo. Some people even thought that it will be priced in the $1,000's.

Both you and me know that charging $1,000 or $2,000 for this robot is a good price. And this is not just some “marketing” B.S. trying to inflate the value of the product.

If a Robot can turn $300 into $3,000 in 1 month (as you have seen in the live account proof earlier)....there is absolutely no reason to NOT charge such a price tag.

Now...the problem of charging a high price tag is quite simple. Most people 9and I am talking of over 90% out there) would not have the necessary funds to get a copy of the Robot.

They lose because they do not have the chance to trade FapTurbo....I lose because I don't get more funds to put into my FapTurbo live account....bottom line, bad business for all of us.

Hence, we decided on a middle ground: a $399 per month subscription. That is fair...

Why?

Most can afford it, and since FapTurbo can make that type of profit in a day or less, the subscription price would actually be paid by the profits the robot generates.

We all win! You get FapTurbo for a great affordable price, I get income to trade my live accounts and everyone is happy.

However, because this is the official launch of FapTurbo I am going to do something great here...something unheard of.

I am going to give a license for the newly optimized Fapturbo 3.1 completely free!

Why am I offering free licenses? Is there a catch?

The truth is, there's no catch! In countries where our payment processor doesn't accept payments, we provide free licenses in exchange for a small affiliate commission from the broker. No hidden costs or tricks; the affiliate commission comes from your winning trades, ensuring fairness. WIN+WIN.

FapTurbo 3.1 is new, and I want to demonstrate that it's the absolute best robot in the market. I aim to spread the word as much as possible, creating a new stellar reputation for this product.

It's not sufficient that I know it's a top-notch product, a cash-pulling machine; I want everyone else to recognize it too and profit from it, just as I do day in and day out!

We only make money when you make money; that's why we only receive a small commission from your winning trades!





Update March 19, 2024 8:12 PM:

Server Overladen & Costs increased

Unfortunately we can NOT cope with the load of visitors.

Because FapTurbo™ is in such high demand, our video and hosting costs continue to rise. 
We're also very diligent in making sure we keep our customer service department well staffed so that you can always get the support you need. 
As a result, we are constantily reviewing the price of FapTurbo™ to make sure it is in line with our rising costs. 
What this means to you is that we could choose to raise the price of FapTurbo™ at any time, so we encourage you to act fast!











Take advantage of this ONCE IN A LIFETIME Opportunity!

If you want to enjoy ALL the benefits of FapTurbo as a life-time member, I suggest you act fast!







Click HERE To Immediately TRY OUT FapTurbo 3.1





    Download. Instant access click here
    Get your free license of the new FapTurbo 3.1

    
      Full transparency: Why offer free licenses?

      + Get 10% bonus from Roboforex!

      In countries where our payment processor doesn't accept payments, we provide free licenses in exchange for a small affiliate commission from the broker. No hidden costs or tricks.  The affiliate commission comes from your winning trades, ensuring fairness. WIN+WIN.

    






THIS IS KEY: Always Up-To-Date!





FapTurbo™ sold over 85,000 copies now making it the BEST selling robot worldwide and was subject to several updates to keep its peek performance.. Competitors have come and gone because they were just after the quick buck flooding the forex scene with worthless not working crap or even worse what i call "get-your-hopes-up-for-a-week-then-blow-your- account-martingale-trading-sceme-crap". What you get with us is a LIFETIME SERVICE. We became so popular on forex for a reason.

Because we keep developing and we keep ensuring maximum profitability for us and our community.







    Download. Instant access click here
    Get your free license of the new FapTurbo 3.1

    
      Full transparency: Why offer free licenses?

      + Get 10% bonus from Roboforex!

      In countries where our payment processor doesn't accept payments, we provide free licenses in exchange for a small affiliate commission from the broker. No hidden costs or tricks.  The affiliate commission comes from your winning trades, ensuring fairness. WIN+WIN.

    






Best Regards,

Steve, Mike and Uli and the whole FapTurbo 3.1 support and community team!



 


See what other people are saying about FapTurbo™:





  224 Comments

  
      Gary says:

      Aloha from Arizona !!!
Will Fapturbo3.1 work with Apple computers?
I have a Macbook.
Thank you,
Gary

        Answer:

        FapTurbo requires MT4 to run on windows mostly, but you can request for an RoboForex Windows VPS and run our robot on it while accessing it  from any OS, even Mac or Linux!

      


      Phil says:

      Can i use FapTurbo3 on any metatrader4 company platfrom or is it only for the 2 provided?

        Answer:

        Yes, you can certainly run FAPT3 on two brokers, either one of our preferred brokers and/or any broker of your choice!

      


      maniya sandip says:

      very good system i am verry happy so far


      Carlos Alvarez says:

      Fap Turbo is great. 40  trades in a week,nothing bad for start.


      John says:

      First i buy fap turbo or macking an account on myRoboForex? which one first to not have any problems. thanks

        Answer:

        It does not matter. You can do whatever you want first. To trade you need both anyways.

      


      Mirza says:

      What is minimum account deposit to run this robot successfully? Can it work with  $5 account :)

        Answer:

        Robot can work with any account size. For small accounts you will have microlots. $5 does not make any sense because your profit will be 1 cent lol. It is better to start with $100 or $500 so your profits are real.

      


      Again John says:

      In all of the tutorial video will explain me what exchange i wil do ? USD, EUR, GBP, AUD, CAD, HKD , because i heard i can do 6 pairs

        Answer:

        Yes, video tutorials will explain everything. You won't have any problems.

      


      Adigun Dolapo says:

      Please i want to percipitate on your forex bussiness with the hole of my heart.

        Answer:

        Join and lets start trading!

      


      Israel says:

      I live in Mexico. which is the best forex broker to run this on?

        Answer:

        https://fapturbo3.com/myRoboForex

      


      John says:

      I have a question: supose i buy fapturbo (software robot) and then i need to have an accoun on MyRoboForex (the broker) or something like that i dont know for sure and then just let the robot do for you ... is that so ? thansks

        Answer:

        Yes, this is correct John. It is explained in the video tutorials and the GUIDE

      


      Jennillane says:

      Hey just becoming a member, glad to be here! I search forward to partcipating and have examine a good deal so far, so hello!  Very excited about bitcoin trading too!!


      btc_legend says:

      Very cool that you have Bitcoin trading! I am BIG on crypto currencies!!!

        Answer:

        Glad you like it!

      


      David says:

      This Robot looks amazing, does it really work? Can you be sign up at any broker like forex,etoro,uwc?does it matter? should I be a member of a specific BROKER? PLEASE REPLY AND LET ME KNOW, YOU CAN CHANGE MY LIFE!!

        Answer:

        We support Tallinex and MyRoboForex for FapTurbo 3.1

      


      peter says:

      read the lot here very impressed what i have read i to am sick of losing and will buy this very soon have been demoing for a long time read studing it just gets confusing more by the miute cheers


      Ankit says:

      Hi
I tried posting comment, but it says &quot;Spam with the links is not allowed in comments!&quot;

        Answer:

        Please dont post any links in the comments, it is a sign of spam.

      


      David says:

      Hi! your EA looks amazing, how can I test it on a demo account??

        Answer:

        Simply buy a license and install it on the demo account. It is explained in the GUIDE and video tutorials.

      


      vbb says:

      Hi, I am from Bulgaria and I use Fapturbo on a real account from 2 weeks /after a month demo/, I think that it works good, but the last monday i didn't know that there is a holiday in USA, and i realised some lost. The total results is gain from 900 to 940 for this 2 weeks. Because my account is little, i decided to choose 2 / max three/ pairs to trade. I imported the deals presented at the site to excel and calculated which are the best performance pairs for the last year, quarter and month, and I decided to trade gbpchf, eurchf and eurgbp. I think that the market is too dynamic and it is useful for me periodically to analyze the best performing pairs and to change the strategy. As a hole I am impressed by the system and think that is very good. Congratulations to the inventors and I hope that there will be periodical updates in relation to the changing market conditions:) Sincerely yours, V.B.


      Ezra says:

      Hello...

How will this FAPturbo will be deliver only i purchase it ??? download via online or will it be posted to me ???

If via Postal Service... what postal company will you use ??? USPS ??? Does it come with a tracking number ???

Another thing... do i get the latest version ? WINTER 2011 or what is the latest...

Please reply me here and to my email... i am interested of buying this urgently. Thanks

        Answer:

        FapTurbo is delivered instantly after purchase in the member area. No shipping required. Yes, you will get latest version.

      


      Galmarae says:

      Would this robot work on a dealbook 360 platform? or on an FXCM trading station?

        Answer:

        FapTurbo is a robot for Metatrader 4 platforms. Other questions will be replied by support.

      


      leon says:

      Fapturbo1 made consistent gains on my MyRoboForex account for the last 5 months. thanks guys. I will get Fapturbo 3.1 too!


      chanty says:

      can i use this in instaforex? how much min. deposit for leverage 1:100 &amp; volume 0.01-1?

        Answer:

        No. We support Tallinex and MyRoboForex https://fapturbo3.com/myRoboForex

      


      Guang Yang says:

      is it with this software program,we no need to do trading by ourself and just let it run automatically then we can earn money??or we still have to manage our trading by manually with this software program??

        Answer:

        You don't have to manage it manually. Install it and let it trade for you

      


      Jack Wong says:

      Hi there,

I am very impressed with your FAPTurbo. I really wanna purchase it at the price of RM149. But the only problem is I do not have Credit Card. Is there another way of purchasing this ultimate tool? Such as deducting the money from my bank number without using Credit Card? 

I really trust FAPTurbo. I really wanna give it a try as my opportunity to raise financial freedom. Please reply.

        Answer:

        Please contact our support for alternative payment solutions

      


      Kenny McGinty says:

      I live in the UK, can I use fapturbo on a spread betting account?

        Answer:

        FapTurbo is a Forex Trading robot for MT4, not for spread betting.

      


      kabiru mafindi says:

      i need trial version of fapturbo

        Answer:

        We don't have any trial versions. However we have 60 day money back guarantee. So there is no risk

      


      Christian says:

      Hi guys,

I am interested in purchasing the FapTurbo software within the next few months and I live in Australia. Is it possible to contact you directly via email outside of an open blog page? And if so what is the email address?

This system seems to have mostly positive reviews which is a good sign for any software company selling robot software. I am very interested but am not comfortable discussing details in the open. 

Look forward to a reply,

Cheers

        Answer:

        Christian, You can contact support by support@fapturbo3.com

      


      cory bell says:

      Why do you not have any new results posted on your web page?

        Answer:

        This is not true. All account are updated in real time and contain all the current info for the current year. Just scroll the account and you'll see it

      


      Sellar says:

      Hi,
Just curious, why Bitcoin?

Thanks

        Answer:

        Bitcoin is a new cryptocurrency that is taking over the world very fast. It's a great chance to profit.

      


      timothy  okafor says:

      I, resides in Nigeria can i order Fap Turbo forex robot?

        Answer:

        Yes, contact our support for details.

      


      Eddy says:

      Fapturbo is surely profitable but can be better for the short and long run if an improvement is added to the robot for closing orders at small loss when a trend looks to be possibly starting in opposite direction of the order especially when an order is opened at sell and it must had been a buy or vice versa( as seen when the price reach stop loss). 
By this, no pair will be reaching the stop loss. so gains will be consitent while when loss comes from time to time it will be small losses.
I think this is the only major weak point that many fapturbo users are facing.
Besides, if fapturbo owners can add a special part in the forum area to daily update FT users about what pairs might be profitable with FT trading this day and which pairs can be bad to be set for FT trading especailly that FT owners can do backtests on the robot for all pairs and nearly determine which pairs might appear the best performing ones for this or that day.
Other than that, Everything is great, good gains and superb work by FT guys.

I hope this message is taken by open heart and mind.

To More Success


      mercy says:

      Hallo,am in Uganda in Africa,can i buy and  use this product too?

        Answer:

        Yes you can buy in any country. Contact our support for details

      


      Max says:

      i have 3 live account with 3 different company. can i use all in just one purchase from you?

        Answer:

        No, one license is for 2 live account or unlimited Demo.

      


      Jason says:

      Hi ,Im totally new to forex and a bit scared as there are so many scams on the net. Can anyone from Europe tell me that this Robot really works and there is no catch whatsoever. Also is it easy to use and operate as I have never done Forex before. Thanks

        Answer:

        Jason, there are hundreds of comments here, reviews and testimonials from the whole world. There is no catch here.

      


      George says:

      what lotrisk reductor should i use for all the currents traded fy fapturbo

        Answer:

        That depends on your trading behavior and what kind of risk / gains you are expecting. The good idea is to start with LLR  = 5 and see from there. You can always increase your LLR if you feel comfortable. This is explained in the GUIDE

      


      Salleh says:

      Hello, is the price of FapTurbo3 only $39.99 / month?? I want to purchase it soon.thank you.

        Answer:

        Sure. Please hurry

      


      albert says:

      how can i use this application with my fx broker account for instant MyRoboForex?

        Answer:

        This is explained in the member area (you need to read the GUIDE and check the video tutorials).

      


      albert says:

      can i install this software at more then one pc?  I plan to use my office pc to download the software, but i will use my home pc to run the aplication

        Answer:

        Yes you are not limited to any PC. You are only limited to 2 live accounts and unlimited demo accounts. PC does not matter. You can trade anywhere!

      


      Gagan says:

      The website looks impressive.Hope it delivers!!

        Answer:

        Sure it does.

      


      Joe says:

      What is my cost to run FapTurbo on the VPS system?  Where can I go on the net to learn more about the Forex market and Forex trading?

        Answer:

        FapTurbo has video tutorials about forex basics inside the member area for you. The cost of VPS is normally $69/month but you could get a free VPS with MyRoboForex brokerage https://fapturbo3.com/myRoboForex

      


      Ross says:

      I have a small account but i got +24% gain last month. not bad


      Ken Sailor says:

      Thank you guys for the robot. I am using it on VPS alongside with megadroid and it works well.


      Jeff says:

      Does the bot use a fixed lot size or does it increase lot size if  a loss is made in order to recoup previous losses i.e. a variation on a martingale system?

        Answer:

        There is no martingale system involved in FapTurbo. It does not increase lot to recover the loss.

      


      Jeff says:

      I notice you mention a fixed stop loss - how many pips is the stop loss set at?

        Answer:

        Stop loss depends on the currency pair. For EURGBP it is 35. FapTurbo has a special Stealth mode which hides the real stop loss from the brokers. you will be able to set your own stop loss in the settings.

      


      bill says:

      i bought fapturbo1 before. can i get DISCOUNT for fapturbi 2 ??

        Answer:

        Sure! Use our COMEBACK Ticket
If you are an old FapTurbo 1 legit customer,
they even offer a comeback ticket for previous FapTurbo1 owners
(because there are 80,000 of then) at a discounted price to reward
loyal customers
its 20% off for you if you had a previous license.. just get that
receipt nr out of your mailbox and save..

      


      efel1970 says:

      I am very impressed with everything I have seen and read here. I am fresh from a nasty experience with a robot very recently launched on the market, that simply did not work - at all - even on backtest.

I like the way this webpage has been presented, very individually styled... very personal. It doesn't follow the same old, same old...

And that gives me confidence to try your software. I'm looking forward to it.


      adelika says:

      to Ann - I did not have forex education too. I trade my fapturbo on VPS on EURGBP M15 and it works great. easy to install. Hope this helps. They have a guide and videos.


      Rich, UK says:

      With everybody and his brother selling half baked systems it is refreshing to see what you are offering here and on the main web site. I truly appreciate the valuable information, folks. Withy your help, perhaps we can avoid some of the pit falls.


      francis says:

      Well, judging by other comments, I'm clearly not the only one who has already spent thousands dollars on various systems, Forex Robots, etc. And still waiting to see profitable returns. If Fapturbo Forex robot can help me, even if its only to recover my costs, I'd definitely take up your offer, guys. Especially since I need an income for my &quot;twilight&quot; years!


      Ann says:

      Can anyone trade this? I dont know forex.

        Answer:

        If you have a computer with Internet access and can understand simple instructions then YES you can do this!

Simply follow the Step by Step instructions in the VIP members area and start making money within 5 minutes of joining!

      


      Brian Dale says:

      I don't normally feel inclined to offer thanks for a Forex product and I realize that at this time you must be very busy.

However I must congratulate you on a wonderful achievement. Me and my colleague have designed half a dozen EA's of our own so I can fully understand the difficulties on getting it working correctly never mind profitably. It's still early days yet of course but the EA seems to hold it's own in all conditions and to say that I have been impressed with it is a massive understatement. I shouldn't say this really but i reckon you could have made the price $300 (or more) to start with. I was happy to buy it for $97 which is an absolute steal for me of course.

I guess it's also unfortunate that most of the people buying this cash machine will never end up trading it live. Those that are willing to trust their gut however could be very wealthy in the years to come. If any of you guys ever visit the East Coast of Australia then I'd love to shake your hands and thank you for not keeping this wondefrul robot to yourselves. If it is true that what goes around comes around then I'm sure that you guys will achive everything you want to.
Once again thanks for giving me a real shot at financial freedom.


      alan hook, england says:

      hi just to let you know that i have used your trader and fapturbo and doubled my demo account in 3 weeks great. due to fxdd being overwhelmed it is taking 2 weeks to get a real account . thanks again


      jj . says:

      Have to admit, skeptical about robots as all i tried before non really work as the developers claimed, but the transparency on your system pushes one to tried out, hope this one will share some light into the Forex tunnel :)


      www. says:

      Try this out! www. (removed by moderator)

        Answer:

        No SPAM please.

      


      fabio says:

      What broker is the best?

        Answer:

        MyRoboForex is a raw spread broker.  Tallinex is offering amazing bonus. You can choose between two!

      


      Bob Nezbeda says:

      Thank you very much. last night it made 9 positive trades.


      Chan Wan Ling says:

      Dear Sir
Thnaks your very prompt &amp; good support , back test result on scalping sooooo good that i fall off from my chair to ground floor, long term strategy surprisingly good also , now i going to do forward test on demo account
Thank you


      Art Hannigan says:

      Thank you,

I own it and I too doubled yesterday... Yep doubled, played with your forex killer and took, took and took, while the FAPTurbo took in an impressive 25% gain on my account. Yes I am F&amp;*^*ng impressed!
Keep up to the R&amp;D You guys own the miniForex market!


      stu says:

      Hello,
It is hard to believe the last 2 1/2 hrs. 13 trades, 13 winners and $206.83 profit. No losses trading .1 mini lots. ($1.00 per pip) This EA is unbelievable to say the least. Thank You


      ken s. junior says:

      How does the system operate and what does it include?

        Answer:

        As soon as you sign-up for FAP Turbo you'll receive your very own welcome package and access to your VIP Members area. From here you'll be given your unique license key for the robot. As soon as the robot is installed on your computer, you're ready to follow the step-by-step training instructions and set yourself on the path to success.
Once you've absorbed all you need to know, just sit back, relax and watch as your robot goes to work for you!

      


      Surfer says:

      I bought a copy of FapTurbo EA from you guys. After 1st day of trading (while I was away at work) I lost 2 of 3 trades. I was like, &quot;Uh oh!&quot; Since this EA is the MOST complicated I ever bought and used, I was NOT sure if I set it right â€” the configurations, settings, etc. I re-read the manual and double checked the results by comparing the statistics of my account against the 3 accounts that are posted in the website. For example, how many pips? Held for how long, and which way did it go? Buy or sell? Etc., etc. Turns out I did set it correctly.

I was tempted to ask for a refund...however...

I decided to keep it running for another day, knowing that the European markets would shift after the Fed Reserve's announcement of a new $800 billion infusion into our banks (aside from the $700 billion bailout)...

Good news! Next day (2nd day) FapTurbo did 10 more trades and ALL of them profitable!!

Whewwwwww!! I am now in the black! Yessss!
You guys did an amazing job!! I am anxiously looking forward to a long-time and profitable relationship.


      pedro says:

      I've tried over 70 EA's in the last three years with one partial success so I'm sceptical. I will try it on a demo account for a month to see if it is profitable. If it is then it will go on an Alpari UK live micro-account.

I look forward to testing it.


      ruben says:

      I definitely need something to recoup all the money that I have put out for the idol promises from the past. Maybe I was just looking for that HOLY GRAIL, so I sat down and started reading everything on Forex that I could get my hands on. Learned a little, but confused a lot. Now the proof that you have provided lightens up my heart, maybe this is finally the Holy Grail to we all want. Anxiously awaiting for the release, so that I can send you positive feedback rather than the doom and gloom comments that I have written in the past.


      Xman says:

      I've tried trading systems before and they never work. Is it a SCAM too?

        Answer:

        That's hardly surprising, given that the majority of 'systems' out there are completely incapable of trading on the real live markets. Remember this entire project has been overseen by some of the brightest brains in the industry, and uses a revolutionary trading algorithm that forces it to make money.
This is unlike anything you have seen or experienced before.

      


      Uliano says:

      i dont have any forex technical knowledge!! Help me!

        Answer:

        Trading Forex with FAP Turbo is easier than anything you have done up until now...including learning how to iron a shirt! If you're capable of clicking a mouse and downloading a file then this will work for you - guaranteed.

      


      greg says:

      This sound great. Bitcoin look promsing
I would love to get on board
Cheers


      albert says:

      I enjoyed the video. I am a retire guy but am bored with just playing golf. I think I am ready to begin an online business. I think this will be a big help.


      Jason says:

      Is it possible to make money on a day when the market falls badly?

        Answer:

        Like I said before, we're focusing on small movements in the market that are going to occur regardless of whether or not the markets crash or the economy is in recession. FAP Turbo places "sell" orders as well and capitalizes on falling market movements. Regardless where the economy is heading - You profit!

      


      PETER says:

      IS THERE A  SUPPORT SOMEWHERE? I WANT TO DISCUSS BITCOIN!!

        Answer:

        Sure we provide support, send us an email!

      


      wondering says:

      Do I need to risk money if FAP Turbo works exactly as you've shown?

        Answer:

        No! First, you'll have 2 whole months to test out the robot, and if it doesn't live up to YOUR expectations - return it for a full no questions asked unconditional refund!

Also, one of the best features associated with FAP Turbo is that you can trade in a demo account until you feel comfortable going live (you can open a demo account with any broker for free and for as long as you want!).
This truly is a risk-free opportunity.

      


      john says:

      Howdy!

I don't know who to thank for FapTurbo but its totally amazing! This is the most amazing forex trading system, I've ever seen! You will have helped many people financially with this program......so THANKS A MILLION!!!..... Gratefully yours.....John J. Moore

All The Best!


      Mike Hollow says:

      Thanks!!The robot seems to be kicking but!!!On a demo account of $5000 it has already made $754 in only 2 days!! Thought you might like to know.
Thanks again!!


      Lee says:

      Are the updates free to the members? I want to join!

        Answer:

        Yes, updates are free.

      


      adis abeba says:

      Hi guys, Many thanks for your good system, I'm looking forward for more!


      maria says:

      Are the comments real? Test.

        Answer:

        Yes they are.

      


      mum bassador says:

      I dont have money, please give it for free to me!! I need the robot. I am from nigeria!!

        Answer:

        If you don't have money to invest in trading the robot won't help you.

      


      fabio says:

      I'll take you up on the challenge! I'll run it and tell the truth, good or bad, after 3 months.


      reach says:

      Is there support email???

        Answer:

        Yes. support@fapturbo3.com

      


      sam says:

      I started FAP Turbo yesterday with $5,000, just want to let you know that now my balance is $ 7,000. So far I am very impressed.


      habr says:

      You have given me hope that I could make money from Forex after all my chain of losses.


      Roma, Russia says:

      Hi guys.
I look at the video and just want to say, that you have made Grail totally, totally unbelievable,
but I do not want you to leave for free. These days there is nothing free.
One should only hope.
With kind regards!


      ebrah. says:

      Firstly I would like to congratulate the 3 Musketeers for developing a great EA. Great Job Guys.. 

Secondly I am offering my best settings in fapturbo forum. Hope it helps! Works great for me!


      s.j. says:

      I just want to say what an amazing piece of software the three of you have pulled off.
I am currently on trading on a ?3000 Trading Account and started on 01 December at 00:00. As at 03 December 01:16 i have so far made ?744.47 !! which is amazing as there are still THREE DAYS TO GO !!. THANK-YOU THANK-YOU THANK-YOU !


      sil1976 says:

      I only consider EAs with at least a year of proof and access to live account. You have both, bravo, I definitely will consider it. Hope to trade alongside with you.


      Erik Anderson says:

      I have tried every robot that I have seen, I got that sick of all the lies these guys told us about their robots. I decided I would not buy another robot in my life again, And up till now I have kept to my word. But after seeing your video and accounts and how honest and open you have been, I Cant wait to get my hands on this one it puts the rest of them to shame Count me in.


      m. swanson, Sweden says:

      Oh my Gosh,FapRobot are better than to have your own bank.


      Bill says:

      hi folks I am really happy to say that i am revealed to come upon this site... I have never seen any forex software exposed in real life account like this. 

And i really appreciated to find this site... and i already sent it to my two friends to look at it and see what they get from it. I cant wait to get ma hands on this EA... I lost $5000 trying to trade forex after taking 2 years trading, but what makes me happy is that i never had that thought of quiting, so with God's help i am in this site today which i think it will end my days of frustrations. 

Thank you all guys to bring something like this.

Bill


      Alan C. says:

      I'm writing to let you know that so far I'm very astounded by your EA. I have traded the market since 2003 (6 years) manually and also with robots... I have purchased every course, every EA, every software program... and spent thousands.... I don't care that I've spent thousands because the Forex market is worth it..... I bought your EA the other day and put it to work..... Over 900+ pips in two days.... 900 PIPS IN TWO DAYS!!! Once again 900 PIPS in 2 days.


      Pet says:

      Thousands of people are throwing away their hard earned cash because of scam artists parading as forex robot messiahs. None of them are doing what you are doing. You are putting your faith in your system and are willing to show us truthfully that it works. So if you are putting your reputation on the table so openly; it must work. No one does what you are doing; this is the real deal


      Gylbert says:

      Impressed by the lack of losing trades and consistent and sometimes exceptional winners!


      Darrel says:

      I hope this is true and not another Get rich for you scam. Send me info on how I can join and what your guarantee is.

        Answer:

        We have 60 day money back guarantee.

      


      peace says:

      I came from donnaforex, seems robot is really good. will try it


      S.Fundor says:

      What are the best settings?

        Answer:

        We are using default settings. You can find other settings in member forum.

      


      A.S.R. says:

      You give me the hope to change my life, for a better life without fear. All looks for a great system to crack the code.


      gregory says:

      wow. great results!!! I try it on my demo account. BTC/USD looks great too!


      Rosa says:

      I hope that I will have time to purchase this robot... please, reserve one copy for me.


      charles j. says:

      Hey Guys at Fapturbo, I've been running fapturbo live since the minute i got it, i have to say so far so awesome!!!!!


      Todd, MD says:

      With autopilot system to tell you the truth I am not doing anything! I have more free time to spend with my life and my kids - the things that matter to me the most.. I take vacations now whenever I feel like it... FAPTURBO makes money hands free.


      sheeva says:

      Cool forward results of real trade. I hope that my real account will be similar!


      Larry says:

      I just wanted to tell you guys to keep up the good work. THIS EA ROCKS!!!!!!!!! Thanks!


      Remigijus says:

      I purchased your EA when it launched for $100.I think its really amazing thing you made. I am still on demo,but so far looks really good.


      trish says:

      i have tested hundred forex systems (eas),
Majority of EAs show good results on history, but on forward my deposit aspires to 0... :(
I really hope for fapt robot!


      ray, UK says:

      My first trade is losing. is it a scam?

        Answer:

        No, forex trading involves winning and losing trades. You cant win all the time. Check the trading accounts- sometimes they lose a trade or two but overall in big profit!

      


      vin says:

      Count me in... I will by stupid if I don't try it.


      Nathan Van Giacometti says:

      My name is Nathan Van Giacometti from Switzerland. On the forex market I work almost ten years and during this time I have really big experience with a lot of commercial EA's.

When I found information about release of Fapt Forex Robot - it was looks like usual scam, but results have appeared more than unexpected. I was betatester of it and after a while, I very in detail learned all information on the Fapt Forex Robot's website with a lot of great results of trading and has read many good reviews of other beta testers.

I just should do my job and I can't to say anything to developers.. Well, when I got a Fapt Forex Robot, I tested it on the different brokers with diverse parameters and got very good results. Without forward tests on the demo account I started to use it on my real money with a micro lots and thus far it have impressive results.


      speachless says:

      the only robot that works. period.


      chang ming says:

      bitcoin supported? really on mt4??? never heard ? SCAM?

        Answer:

        It's not a scam. Bitcoin is supported by both MyRoboForex and Tallinex

      


      osman says:

      i want to buy this Robot, but how to setup , can U send me a Video to setup this Robot ?

        Answer:

        Yes we do have video tutorials.

      


      sim says:

      I want to ask that are the setting there are default setting from the EA?

Thanks,
SIM

        Answer:

        Yes, Sim, we use default Settings.

      


      frank says:

      bonjour .. will it work in france?

        Answer:

        Yes it works in any country

      


      refunded says:

      I got refund. I dont have any money to trade :( At least they give refunds.

        Answer:

        Sorry to see you leaving. Come back if the situation improves.

      


      henry says:

      after a long advert now do you bitcoin,can you customise it to my mt4 account for me?

        Answer:

        Please contact support!

      


      Vince L. says:

      Been following Forex now for about a year now. Been reading books, watching videos and anything else to give me a better understanding on this. I have also been teaching myself MQL4 and analyzing all of the EAs on the forums. Been running several demo accounts trying manual as well as automated trading. Developed a few EAs but still nothing to what you claim Fapturbo Robot can do.

Your results look great and it would appear that we have seen the live accounts you mentioned here. I have never bought an EA before as I felt they were scams. With your story here about the development and testing of this, I am going to go on some &quot;Blind Faith&quot; and purchase Fapt Robot. If it can help recoup at least what I paid for it, then I would feel ok about the purchase. We shall see how this plays out in the coming weeks. I will let you know.


      chris says:

      hello..lots of positive comments...wow 96% strike rate ! is that an error ? sounds too good to be true?...only time will tell...lets check it out


      Raff Lean says:

      I buy system. yesterday all 3 trades were really profitables. I managed the Robot on three different Brokers accounts demo, all with excellent trades, like guys shows on this page, with similar limit take profits, etc.

P.D: sorry my level english. I speak you from Spain


      thanks says:

      Steve, Mike and Ulrich !! You are that â€œbest of the bestâ€�!


      Ronald says:

      Good system but try this out www. (removed by moderator)

        Answer:

        No spam please

      


      David Ross says:

      Now it's working like a charm. You guys are super! Thanks!

        Answer:

        You are welcome, Dave

      


      stefamie says:

      Will try this system


      Tony R. says:

      &quot;You work with THE BEST OF THE BEST in those specific fields you are not the best!&quot; I like that.


      chuck says:

      you don't care which way the market goes. Ohhh


      Seed says:

      I really need your system. :) Would you like to include Fapt Robot in my website www. (removed by moderator)

        Answer:

        No Spam please in comments

      


      Kate Walker says:

      Is this really working for you guys?

        Answer:

        Yes, you can see proof above on the page

      


      TORRO says:

      I got my own robot and trade with good results but max 10%/ month. Seems fapturbo is better


      steve fredd says:

      I would like to buy, but I am having problems with Click Bank, please advise me what I should do to get arround this problem.

        Answer:

        Contact support for alternative payment option.

      


      gps says:

      I use FABTURBO and GPS Robot only!!

        Answer:

        It's FapTurbo, not FABTurbo :)

      


      pipser says:

      HUGE opportunity every moment of the day!!!


      BOBBY says:

      I NEED YOUR ROBOT

        Answer:

        Go for it!

      


      Mikhail S. says:

      The trading results shown by you looks good. I have a question:
How many licences you will give for this EA with the purchase?
Thanks.

        Answer:

        One purchase - Two Live Account Licenses.. Unlimited demo.

      


      tester says:

      just testing comments if they are real. test test.

        Answer:

        They are real.

      


      sandra w. says:

      Great work, Steve


      SAMM1987 says:

      My question is: if this EA works and what is the minimum amount of balance needed for the account with the Broker ho manages minimum lot size 0.05 and lotstep 0.05 and leverage is 100?

        Answer:

        you need to start with $500

      


      WWC says:

      Looks good. Need to try out.


      amir says:

      I'm very impressed with the first trades on demo account. i just hope it continues...... and I admire your Big Kahunas for allowing comments on your sales page.


      chuck says:

      Is FAPTURBO Legal? I was scammed before!!

        Answer:

        FAPTURBO & partners are 100% legal services. We also have 60 day money back guarantee. There is no risk in purchase.

      


      mum sadir says:

      please give me the robot for free, thank you very much. I dont have any money!!!

        Answer:

        Sorry, this is a commercial system, not a charity fund. If you dont have money to trade you don't need a robot anyways.

      


      Sandra Williams says:

      I am new to this!! Do you provide Video Tutorials and Instructions?

        Answer:

        Sure, we have prepared cool banch of video tutorials for you and a perfect step-by-step FAPTURBO GUIDE!

      


      imran says:

      I attached the robot on EURUSD only to test its performance. One trade so far and its a winning of 3 pips only. Hope to see more winning pips after christmas.


      Jess, France says:

      Hello I have visited your site, and I very much
liked yours new generation ea!!


      Dave says:

      Do you provide support?

        Answer:

        We provide rapid email support and Phone support to our members. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions or problems.

      


      bob says:

      I promised myself that I would not buy another EA. However, you are a trusted and respected persons in the FOREX industry. So will try.


      king lee says:

      I like forex. $3 TRILLION traded around the world every day!! need to join.


      fap says:

      I did not like the &quot;no stop loss idea&quot; in FAP. How about that in FAPTURBO?

        Answer:

        FAPTURBO FAP strategy uses fixed stop loss value so your possible losses will be small and limited. A great number of additional safe filters and indicators were added to prevent trading in risky conditions.

      


      joel says:

      I've confidence with the EA you created and it's also my only hope to earn for living after losing much money and time in those forex craps .Hoping it won't let me down at the end!


      fanc says:

      What is the percent of winning trades?

        Answer:

        According to history backtests from 1999-2011 and live trading results FAPTURBO EA makes 96% of winning trades. You can always perform backtest yourself to check that

      


      don pedro says:

      IS THERE A BITCOIN TRADING??

        Answer:

        Yes.

      


      Damir Pavic says:

      Hi friends,
Thank you for FAP Turbo. This is fist time when I got even more then I expect. Your software is really amazing. In only 5 days I was double my account and I sleep good. I'm not newbie, I have good results with my manual trading. I was learned about forex with Platinum Trading Solution and paid for it $4140.
But FAP Turbo is something special, I live in Croatia and FAP Turbo make me money when I sleep in time when I didn't trade before. God bless you guys.


      client says:

      Hope your robot make money for us..we have 60 days to test it...


      sasha sidorov says:

      Is it work for russia? I is in russia

        Answer:

        Yes, it will work in any country

      


      alex says:

      Hope this will work, not like some other EAs...


      GILB says:

      Wow just come accross your robot are you the real gentlemen or will help the one did lost so much money on the fake robot i lost so much money not even refund the money??????

 i am buying now hope my nightmare hes over only make a little profit that what i ask not clean up my account uhuhu
thanks guys
have an happy new year god bless


      mike says:

      Hi guys,

Can we also test this on our demo account ??

Regards,
mike

        Answer:

        Yes, Mike

      


      question says:

      I am new to this!! Got the robot yesterday!! What are the differences between FAPTURBO Short Term and Long Term Strategy?

        Answer:

        FapTurbo 3.1 is a powerful combination of 2 strategies: Short Term Scalping Strategy and Long Term Advanced FAP strategy. Both strategies are built inside one FAPTURBO expert advisor and can be switched on and off easily using UseScalperStrategy parameter in FAPTURBO settings.

Each strategy uses its own designed timeframe and currencies so be sure you use the strategy on proper currency pair and timeframe. You will find full details on each strategy and its parameters in the FAPTURBO GUIDE and Video Tutorials

      


      Frederick D says:

      I dont have a credit card, so can I wire you the amount of US$149.00, if so then please do let me know the wireing instructions.
I am based in Oman (Middle East)
Regards,
Frederick D'souza

        Answer:

        Contact support, Please.

      


      stef says:

      The real test is to run it on my own real account which i have just done.
Hopefully i will be just as excited in 6 months time as i am now.


      saker says:

      Obviuosly these guys have done some excellent reserch and backtesting.


      dan2001 says:

      What timeframe and currency should I choose?

        Answer:

        FapTurbo 3.1 has 2 built-in strategies. Each strategy is designed for its own timeframe & currency pairs. For example Long term strategy works only on EURUSD M1. The scalping short term strategy works on 4 pairs: EURGBP, GBPCHF, EURCHF & USDCAD, M15 Timeframe

      


      Sandor says:

      I am beginner in the forex. I have already tried 6 EAs but the Fapturbo forec EA far the best. I purchased it on 23 Dec and there is 149 USD on my demo account at IamFX broker as support offered. I choosed 100 000 USD deposit 1:200 leverage and 1.0 lot size. there was 5 trades and every trades was successfull.
I hope it will as good on the real account as the demo account. 

Thanks 
Sandor


      SAM1995 says:

      Is it hard to learn and implement your trading system?

        Answer:

        No! Most people that purchase FapTurbo 3.1 package start trading within minutes of installing. We provide detailed instructions and cool Video Tutorials!

      


      Franky says:

      Can I adjust parameters of the FAPTURBO advisor?

        Answer:

        Of course! You can change stop loss, take profit and several other parameters & filters depending specifically on your needs. All of them are described in the FapTurbo GUIDE.

      


      scams says:

      Out  of all scams fapturbo and GPS robot is the only 2 that work on live acc.


      dan says:

      I like your robot! Thanks a lot!


      nance says:

      Question was asked.I am new to this trading. Which is the best broker to use?

        Answer:

        MyRoboForex and Tallinex

      


      MUMBA says:

      CAN YOU HELP EXTEND THE ACCESS TO ME BECAUSE I'M A NIGERIAN AND MY COUNTRY'S NAME IS NOT LISTED HERE

        Answer:

        Contact support, Please.

      


      ROSS, CA says:

      Just wanted to let you know that in the last 36 hours Fapturbo has run 27 trades, 26 of which were winners and one loser. With these results I am now going to go live, small contracts at first and then building up. Thanks for the great programme


      greg sw. says:

      is it hard to start? I dont know forex

        Answer:

        No! Like I said before, most people that purchase FapTurbo package start trading within minutes of installing. We provide detailed instructions and cool Video Tutorials!

      


      1965 says:

      How much money do I need to start trading?

        Answer:

        Depending on your broker terms, you can start trading with as little as $100. Remember that starting out with low trading capital may put you at disadvantage because you will only be able to trade the market in small share sizes. We recommend that you start with capital of $1,000-5,000 USD or train on a Demo account till you are satisfied with the performance.

      


      sra says:

      thanks guys!! 218 pips in 4 weeks! awesome


      henry kent says:

      I have megadroid, LEO trader and GPS. Can I run several advisors at the same account at the same time?

        Answer:

        That's a great idea! You can run several advisors simultaneously to increase your profits and minimize the risks

      


      SAM HALLAR says:

      What is Virtual Private Server (VPS)?

        Answer:

        VPS is a special service that can host your trading on a remote server so you no longer need to keep your PC on 24/5 for trading!

      


      james says:

      The broker you are using is IamFX, which I believe is one of the best for running robots. I have tried all the new robots recently and find that the broker is almost your biggest challenge . The spreads are the difference between trading or not. Ultimately since the GREAT NFA has changed that, do you have any experience with other brokers that can give the same results. I was running FAPTURBO on Myfxchouce and was great now I have been running Demos on many brokers trying to find a good match. Thanks, James

        Answer:

        The list of recommended brokers is inside the member area

      


      zitt says:

      I have bought many Forex trading software and have received so many disappointments, I can find hope from this software.


      gramm says:

      Can't add to all the comments, and I've read them all. Sounds like this could be the real deal.


      helen says:

      Should i start Demo or Real account?

        Answer:

        You should always try your expert advisors on Demo account first to check if your broker is compatible with your current expert advisor! We don't recommend trading on Real account without testing on Demo first!

      


      bud says:

      Can fapturbo work when I am away or go out?

        Answer:

        Yes, they can work 24 hours/day for you. You don't need to monitor the trades if you don't have enough free time. Our Robot Advisors will monitor the trades, open orders and close positions for you when needed. Just keep your MetaTrader on to let FapTurbo work its magic!

      


      DeWayne Strickland says:

      I just purchased FAP Turbo about a day ago and I have had all winning trades on my 15M charts! I never have seen a robot work this well! The only area of trading it seems to need tweaking is the EUR/USD, other than that it is excellent!


      jakob says:

      What trading software do I need to run FAPTURBO and where do I get it from?


      adriano says:

      What Tools Do I Need to Start Trading Forex?

        Answer:

        A computer with an internet connection or virtual private server for remote trading is all that is needed to begin trading currencies. We provide full detailed instructions so no forex knowledge is needed

      


      HELP says:

      What if I dont have forex experience?? Will it work for me? I am NEW TO THIS!! HELP!!

        Answer:

        No forex experience is needed! All you need to do is setup the automated trading robots (expert advisors) and let them trade on your account to bring you profits! You will get step-by-step instructions how to setup and run them + we have prepared a great set of Video Tutorials for you!

      


      jose says:

      Perfectly working for the moment. I got it 3 days ago and it already traded 2 days at 11pm with the 6 pairs an always winning trades. Of course 6 pips does not represents much for a 500â‚¬ account but that is the game. guys, thank you!


      Grace says:

      What if I cant keep my computer  24/7 online?? Can I still use it?

        Answer:

        Sure. You can get a VPS service for trading or get a free VPS from MyRoboForex

      


      dan says:

      I bought Fapturbo yesterday. Member area is awesome! Will read the forum!


      Franky says:

      All I can say is this system ROCKS!!!! All trades are closed London &amp;  US session, so I can sleep at night. Will go live this w/e as computer must run 24/5 but will go the VPS next week &amp; put my money where my mouth is, this is the BEST ROBOT on Planet Earth:-)

        Answer:

        Thank you for your kind words!

      


      lars says:

      I bought the Fapturbo Forex Robot on december 29th and it have traded for two days now and with profit only!

Thanks guys for this robot! I'm looking forward for the next 6 months now :D


      josh says:

      What more can I say, bought the EA, placed it straight away into my live account. Within 3 days, six trades six wins. On a very very small micro account. I hope to fund the account next year when I get some more money.


      Yang says:

      My result: $1815 In 45 Days...


      red says:

      I bought my copy 2 days ago, followed the instructions to set up the robot according to the video tutorials on iamfx demo account and left the computer, internet connection, mt4 and robot running for the last 48hrs but NO TRADES have been made.

        Answer:

        Robot does not trade during weekends. Contact support if you have same issue next week.

      


      tracy says:

      Hello, I am in the USA and i am interested. Will it accept US members?

        Answer:

        yes

      


      mario says:

      Is this really work? what's the catch??

        Answer:

        You can see the live proof. Numbers speak better than words

      


      yothef says:

      WOW ! This ROBOT really ROCKS guys...I have bought it and tried on my demo a/c and see the profit results straight away.. it took only about 15 mins for the ROBOT to open &amp; close the trades....and exit with the profit ...===&gt;today ...the robot did it automatically around 10 am and close 15 mins later with the profit of $810.94 (it's GREAT!) ..


      uher says:

      Can i run to the robot on MyRoboForex old account?

        Answer:

        Yes sure

      


      martin says:

      does this EA only trades these pairs or can I choose more?

Cheers


      love it says:

      In the back-test the robot averaged about 48% profit per month


      trey1978 says:

      how did FAP Turbo perform in back-testing?

        Answer:

        *  10 Years Back-test
    * 13,014 Total Trades
    * 99.68% Winners
    * 8,792% NET Profit
    * 0.37% Drawdown!

Incredible results right?

      


      mark says:

      so far so good, it is running in demo now.  got 148 pips so far


      John Moore says:

      Thanks again for Fapturbo!! Its the nicest gift I've ever recieved!! I still can't believe it when I go to the computer in the morning and my balance has increased over night!!!


      lenzo says:

      If they have any update is it free?

        Answer:

        Sure, all updates are free. FapTurbo is the only robot that is always updated by the developers. It is not "sell and forget" system.

      


      lu ming says:

      I come from China, my English is not very good, very happy to be sold out of your system before I purchased, I am now in myRoboForex account, I think your real account trading is very beautiful, I hope my account is also to have such a perfect transaction, thank you to share with us such a good system, I wish you happy foreve


      ais says:

      Please inform me more about this forex robot.


      trader2007 says:

      if you back-test a robot and it shows 100% demo profit in one month, it should PRODUCE around 80-100% profit in LIVE trading.


      mafin says:

      I purchased it, and I am running it for a few days. KInd of early to say something, but ; so far so great!


      Mats Elgan says:

      HI!! It look's really good but on the other hand that did all the other hundreds of EA's i bought also. Every time the same dissapointment and never get any money back. But maybe this is different i could not djudge it now.


      GEORGE says:

      IS THERE A GUIDE?

        Answer:

        Yes, George, we have a a guide and videos

      


      leslie says:

      You made excellent job. I would like to add you to my website!


      SAM HALLAR says:

      Fapturbo Forex is really good!!! Must secure your copy. I am running in demo right now and everything going well. It does not look like other EA...


      sam says:

      I have purchased the fabt robot and set it up on a live account with a 200/1 leverage, but you show a 100/1 leverage in the video. What Leverage should I use and does it realy matter?

        Answer:

        1:200 or 1:100 Leverage

      


      adi says:

      this system works and i'm already making money, thanks a lot!


      laura says:

      Can fapturbo work on small $500 account? I dont have 5000 dollars to start.

        Answer:

        Our Forex robot can be traded with ANY account size....BIG or SMALL!

      


      Sam Blazer says:

      I've tried FAP Turbo on a live account for couple of days now. While it's giving quite moderate result with its scalping strategy, it's made great profit through its long-term strategy.


      feng2011 says:

      is there SUPPORT for the robot? I was scammed before by other robot that provided no support!!

        Answer:

        Yes, we provide personal email premium support. Also we have a guide + video tutorials so you won't have any problems.

      


      Gruber, Germany says:

      is this for real?? Testing comments. are comments real?

        Answer:

        Yes, this is for real, Gruber. Comments are real of course as well. You can check out testimonies https://fapturbo3.com/testimonials

      


      mike zit 1997 says:

      Where are the testimonies of the robot?

        Answer:

        Mike, you can find testimonies here: http://fapturbo3.com/testimonials

      


      Erik Anderson says:

      I purchased the FAP Turbo last week and set it up on my already running MetaTrader account. The results are awesome and I could not be any happier. Even with a conservative risk setting of 4%, it still generates close to 300/day. Already 2 of my family members and 4 friends have also made the purchase based on my recommendation. Thank you for releasing such a great product that works just as advertised. I am so excited to see the account growing daily and I will keep spreading the good word on your FAP Turbo robot!!


      Charlie from San Diego says:

      FAPTURBO really changed my life, making me money on autopilot. It tripled my account in 3 weeks! Robot is always up to date with crazy market conditions. It's a laser sight weapon in the hands of forex trader!


      Sam Chaki says:

      Thanks Steve, Mike and Uli!!! and the whole fapturbo support!!!


      hew lee says:

      Where is info about bitcoin? Where are the backtests??

        Answer:

        Hi hew lee. You can find all information and backtests on our page!

      


      betty says:

      sounds great, will try


      Ronald says:

      I saw what FAP Turbo is doing right now and how its performing. not bad. Will go live next month!


      jake says:

      Are there any updates?

        Answer:

        Just now we released the new FapTurbo 3.1 to our members adding a new INCREDIBLY good performing trading pair Bitcoin and many new features that have been tested over months.

      


      henry kent says:

      Good robot. using from 2009 sept and still in profit!


      adriano1997 says:

      I trust Steve and his mates.I think they did good job. For 5000usd real account can someone tell me the best settings and leverage with Iamfx broker.

        Answer:

        We use default settings. 1:200 leverage on Iamfx.

      


      young liu says:

      Can it be put the Fapturbo on the Tallinex? if not bad, I can open an account in Tallinex my english is not very good, sory

        Answer:

        Yes, FapTurbo 3.1 can work on  MT4 based forex broker Tallinex, it's among the best!

      


      marco says:

      It's a fantastic robot. I have a small account, but in 3 or 4 years will be financially independent. I'm from Spain. Thank you very much Steve, Mike &amp; Uli!!


      john says:

      Where can I see the proof ?

        Answer:

        John, please scroll up and see a real money account which is traded over 1 year on public! It grew from $5,100 to around $42,500. That is live money account!

      


      RoN says:

      Great work, guys. I like your robot! Thanks a lot!

        Answer:

        Thank you for your kind words, Ron!
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      Full transparency: Why offer free licenses?

      + Get 10% bonus from Roboforex!

      In countries where our payment processor doesn't accept payments, we provide free licenses in exchange for a small affiliate commission from the broker. No hidden costs or tricks.  The affiliate commission comes from your winning trades, ensuring fairness. WIN+WIN.
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	RoboForex – Professional services on Forex market



There is a high level of risk involved when trading leveraged products such as CFDs. You should not risk more than you can afford to lose, it is possible that you may lose the entire amount of your account balance. You should not trade or invest unless you fully understand the true extent of your exposure to the risk of loss. When trading or investing, you must always take into consideration the level of your experience.
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		Disclaimer: In the interest of full disclosure, we can not say that these results are representative of all users. We simply share the results we personally achieved on our live accounts during our forex trading. Our results are not indicative of future performance or success. We are not implying that these results can be generally expected or achieved by anyone. There is a substantial risk of loss associated with trading Forex. Past performances do not necessarily indicate future results!

		Some of the accounts shown on this page are simulation demo accounts and backtests for the demonstration purposes. They give you impression on how the robot might work and trade but they do not necessarily indicate future results! 
	

	
		Disclaimer: Unless otherwise stated we have no connection to the person giving the testimonials. Where we do have a material connection to the person we will clearly state the connection. Testimonials are not indicative of future performance or success. Actor Portraying Real Purchaser.

		The betatesters in this video were provided a review copy of the product and a result has a material connection to our website, which may influence their opinion. In the interest of full disclosure we can not say that these results are representative of all users. We simply share the results our betatesters that were achieved during the forex trading. The results are not indicative of future performance or success.

		People who send testimonial tend to be happy with the product at the time they sent the testimonial but their experience may change over time. We are not implying that these results can be generally expected or achieved by anyone. There is a substantial risk of loss associated with trading Forex. Past performances do not necessarily indicate future results!
	

	
		 Disclaimer: In the interest of full disclosure, we can not say that these results are representative of all users. We simply share the results we personally achieved on our accounts during our forex trading. Our results are not indicative of future performance or success. We are not implying that these results can be generally expected or achieved by anyone. There is a substantial risk of loss associated with trading Forex. Past performances do not necessarily indicate future results! 
	

	
		 Disclaimer: The FapTurbo 3.1 developers are actual people and not actors. The image is blurred for privacy reasons. 
	

	
		FTC Required disclaimer: Unless otherwise stated we have no connection to the person giving the testimonials. Where we do have a material connection to the person we will clearly state the connection. Testimonials are not indicative of future performance or success. The betatesters used in the video testimonials were provided a review copy of the product and a result has a material connection to our website, which may influence their opinion. In the interest of full disclosure we can not say that these results are representative of all users. We simply share the results our betatesters that were achieved during the forex trading. The results are not indicative of future performance or success.

		All 5 video tesimonials shown on this page are REAL verifiable people and not actors. 
	

	
		 Disclaimer: This is the robot backtest for the period of bank crisis. This is shown for the demonstration purpose. No real trading was performed during that time. 
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		Full transparency: Why offer free licenses? In countries where our payment processor doesn't accept payments, we provide free licenses in exchange for a small affiliate commission from the broker. No hidden costs or tricks. The affiliate commission comes from your winning trades, ensuring fairness. WIN+WIN.
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